
Flooding Alleviation for Cellared DG5 Properties

Introduction

Andy Eadon - Charles Haswell and Partners

Many DG5s in Derby are occupied buildings with cellars. Surveys carried out during appraisals have
confirmed that there are three basic mechanisms which lead to periodic flooding of these cellars
during wet weather. The three mechanisms are:
1 . back-flow through a direct connection when the sewer surcharges,
2. overland flow through the open grating when the highway floods,
3. sub-surface flow through the sewer walls, the surrounding soil and the cellar walls when the local

sewer surcharges . This mechanism can also be initiated by blockages in traps fitted to former
S24 sewers which commonly serve cellared properties in Derby

It is also known that more than one mechanism operates at some locations, and there may be
additional mechanisms operating which are not the responsibility of the Water Company (e.g .
inadequate private drainage and high groundwater levels) .
The Water Company's obligation is to eliminate or reduce the risk of flooding from sewers ; there is
no obligation to deal with flooding caused by other inadequacies, although the perception of
customer service will need to be addressed in each case .
The protection of cellars against flooding is a topic which is not commonly covered in sewer
rehabilitation design procedures. The procedures cater more usually for gravity connections from
buildings with thresholds above ground level where adequate flood paths to cater for extreme storm
events exist which limits the demand on sewered systems to affordable proportions .
A difficulty for the Water Companytherefore is to be able to demonstrate that proposed solutions will
adequately address the perceived sewer inadequacy indicated by this type of DG5.
A further difficulty is dealing with a small number of existing low level gravity connections from
cellars to the public sewers . This is an established service which will have to be handled with
sensitivity where changes are planned.
This paper recommends an approach to designing schemes to alleviate cellar flooding and to
address existing provisions wherethey exist.

Concepts
There are three broad approaches to address the problem of cellar flooding .

Improve Sewer Capacity
One solution to cellar flooding is to enlarge sewer sizes such that gravity connections become
reliable and sewers do not surcharge in extreme events . There are however no prescribed design
criteria for this situation and the Water Company would need to consider the benefits to the
community generated by this approach. The provision of adequate freeboard below ground using
known criteria (ie lowering ground levels artificially) would generate extensive re-sewering and result
in a much greater level of protection against surface flooding than would generally be necessary for
urban areas.
Also a point of note is that, where urban redevelopment has occurred in Derby, new properties are
not cellared and there appears to be limited long term use for a permanently enhanced drainage
system . Moreover, extensive construction works solely for the relief °of cellar flooding may not be
valued, even by those who are affected .
An attraction of this approach however, is that since there are many more cellared properties in
Derby than registered as DG5s there would therefore be substantial potential side benefits . However,
those properties with-direct cellar connections would remain vulnerable to blockages and will
continue to be the "safety valve" in rare events .

Isolate Cellars
An alternative approach, which isolates the cellars and can include a means of draining which is
independent of the public sewers (e.g . a sump pump), provides a more cost effective solution . This
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approach restores above ground threshold levels and hence will give the usual protection from
extreme events for which established design criteria are used.
However, each of the identified flooding mechanisms will need to be addressed and the flood
volumes currently stored in cellars will have to be accommodated elsewhere . If insufficient provision
is made there could be a knock-on effect which causes flooding in cellared properties which are
adjacent to existing DG5s.
Non sewer related flooding will not of course be addressed and those customers with an active
connection would be at a disadvantage if the facility is withdrawn . A sump pump arrangement would
be an effective alternative .

Property Improvements

There are a number of possible measures to improve the cellars themselves . Sealing the walls and
floors would help in many instances and covering open gratings would prevent inflow . There may be
some offers to fill in the cellar with suitable inert material and properties which are for sale could be
purchased, improved, and put back on to the market.
There are however some severe difficulties with this approach. Firstly, there are no legal powers
available to enforce such improvements on property owners . Secondly, the list of improvements
could be endless and, thirdly, this could be viewed as an evasion of duty, particularly where any
faults or deficiencies in the public sewer system are not tackled. This approach could therefore be
viewed as fixing the indicator (DG5) rather than improving the sewers .
Table 1 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of the three general solution types
identified .

RISK ANALYSIS

The particular risk for Derby is that the scheme drivers are only a small proportion of the number of
potential problems. The risk is associated with change and the Company should be aware at least of
the number of cellared properties where, as a result of a proposed scheme, the adjacent sewer
reserve capacity is changed . There is clearly less risk where the density of cellared properties is low
but all solutions include potential side benefits and knock-on effects which can measure the risk.

EXISTING DIRECT CONNECTIONS FROM CELLARS
The isolation option will require the installatiomof alternative cellar drainage to about 30 properties .
The Water Company accepts that, in addition to the duty to prevent flooding from sewers, there can
be an extra obligation in these instances to provide alternative drainage .
The most effective solution would be the provision of a sump pump arrangement as part of the
property's private drainage system . Generally however, Water Companies do not provide drainage
assets within private property and there may be some customers who will not agree to this proposal.
The Law includes limited provision for altering private drainage however, and the Water Company
can provide an alternative external arrangement.

DESIGN PROCEDURE
The recommended general design procedure is summarised as follows ;
1 . Establish the most likely mechanism(s) which causes flooding of the cellar.
2. Adopt an appropriate isolation technique where flooding mechanisms are (i) via a direct

connection, (ii) through a footpath grating or (iii) by ex-filtration via former S24 sewers .
3. Modify the sewer simulation model of the local system as necessary to take account of each

proposed cellar isolation and the consequential flood volumes which will have to be
accommodated in the system .

4. Check simulated pipe-full and flooding frequencies on the modified model using 1, 2, 5 and 10 yr.
design storms with appropriate durations.

5. Examine simulated flood volumes in the vicinity of cellars and at downstream locations .
6. Where flood volumes are excessive introduce and test system improvements in accordance with

design procedures and the recommended criteria.
7. Carry out a risk analysis at the feasibility stage of appraisal to assess the potential effect on other,

cellared properties in the area.
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TABLE 1 GENERAL SOLUTIONS TO CELLAR FLOODING FROM SEWERS

1 Deals with all probable
mechanisms .

2. Deals with unreported
problems in adjacent
properties.

ie potential side benefits

1. Independent of future sewer
performance.

2. Cost effective .
3. Usual design criteria apply

to local sewers .

1. Cost effective

1. Expensive.
2. Disruptive.
3. Risk of criticism for over elaboration.
4. No prescribed design criteria
5. Cellar remains vulnerable to flooding from blockages

and collapses, and in extreme storms.

1 . Each mechanism has to be addressed
2. Non-sewer related flooding is not addressed.
3. Cellar flood volume will have to be accommodated

elsewhere
ie potential knock-on effects

1. No powers to implement:
2. Unknown extras
3. Possible criticism for avoidance of duty
4. Cellar flood volume will have to be accommodated

elsewhere
ie potential knock:on effect

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Water Company addresses the cellar flooding problems in Derby using
the "isolation" principal . This will allow the use of consistent design criteria for all of the proposed
sewer improvements .
It is also recommended that the company initially attempts to seek agreement for the removal of all
low level drains, and the installation of internal pumping where required, to the 30 connected
cellared properties on the "at risk" register.
The alternative arrangement of external pumping is considered to be a fail-bask position .
If you require any more information on this paper please contact: Andy Eadon

General Manager SPS
Haswell Consulting
3900 Parkside
Birmingham Business Park
Birmingham B37 7YG
Tel 0121 717 7744
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Discussion

Question

	

Nick Martin - Thames Water Utilities Ltd
What fallback position do you have after rehabilitating the Section 24 sewers and they still flood?
Answer

We are not anticipating that to happen . You have to deal with all known mechanisms and you are
left only with ones that are not the responsibility of the company. Ground water level is not a
problem. We tested leakage out by deliberately surcharging the system which flooded the cellar .
Question

	

Graham Brine - Montgomery Watson
You have looked at Derby in isolation . Could you comment on problems in the rest of Severn Trent
Answer

I think that this is not quite unique to Derby. I've never come across this problem quite so widely
before, but there must be many such areas.
Question

	

Richard Marshall - Design and Building Services
Yorkshire Water recently put up money for Anti-flood devices for cellars. Have you considered
AFDs .
Answer
By arrangement, they are all right, but they are not a permanent solution, and not as good as a sump
pump. Non-return valves will not remove properties from the DG5 register.
Comment

	

John Blanksby - SHU
There is a ClRIA Project due to report in 12 months on this problem.
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